In the application 1 of the Regge-pole hypothesis 2 -4 to relativistic two-body scattering processes, we consider 1 the position a(t) of the pole in the complex angular momentum plane (as a function of the crossed energy variable t) and also the coupling strength b (t) 
The S matrix S .. is defined by solutions "regular"
at the origin inz~ll channels (1/Jirxr/+1) and as- Except accidentally, not more than one such function will exist for that l and fixed energy. Near the pole, then, we have
and Sij factors into a number depending on i times one depending on j. Stated differently, the point is that not more than one "eigenstate" of the S matrix is likely to have a pole at given values of l and energy. The application of the factoring principle to the relativistic problem of strong interactions should simplify it enormously. We need deal with Regge trajectories only in terms of their vertices (couplings to a and b, c, and d, etc.) instead of their occurrence in complete two-body scattering amplitudes.
A striking consequence of the factoring appears when we consider the couplings to the Pomeranchuk Regge trajectory P. For 
Using O'wN=25 mb and crNN=40 mb, we obtain O' ww =15mb. The Hegge pole formalism, which rests entirely on conjecture for the relativistic problem, may require some modification for systems with important anomalous thresholds, like nuclei. We therefore restrict our present work, for the time being, to the case with no anomalous thresholds. The interesting question of asymptotic nuclear cross sections will be discussed elsewhere. 5 
